
Community Climate Advisory Committee
Tuesday, August 31, 2021

3:00-5:00 p.m.

The Community Climate Advisory Committee met in person with virtual accommodations.
Present: [Eric Holthaus of the city, John Zakrasek, Jean Wiedenheft, Jason Snell] all present in
person. Present virtually [Laura Barr, Kelzye Bedwell, Megan Crawford, Mark Weldon, Carter
Oswood, Mugisha Bwenge].
____________________________________________________________

AGENDA

This meeting was held in person and on-line.

Introduction and Agenda Overview Eric Holthaus kicked off the meeting with an introduction
of the attendees at the meeting and an overview of the agenda. He highlighted the Open House
for the plan on Sept. 21st 4-6 pm open to the public at the library and invited committee
members to come as ambassadors. The CCAP will be presented and considered for approval at
the City Council Meeting on September 28th at 4 pm.

Community Climate Action “Partners”. Eric presented on the Community Climate Action
leaders, which will be designated community leaders with plans/targets or organizations who
pledge to lead by example. Eric asked the CCAC members’ organizations to join as a
community leader.

Final Plan Review. Eric Holthaus led the committee through a review of the plan and solicited
feedback on the draft plan. He highlighted some examples of feedback from the committee that
has already been incorporated. Members provided specific feedback and discussion as the
group looked through the document together.

Next Steps and Close. Eric Holthaus closed out the meeting and thanked the committee for
their work and attention. He reminded folks about the open house on Sept. 21st and city council
presentation on Sept. 28th.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 PM CST.



Comments from the committee on the draft Community Climate Action Plan:
● Not sure we have an action that highlights direct actions industry can take to tackle their

71% of GHG emissions.
○ Eric asked committee members who are part of industries how they might use

the plan in their actions. Alliant Energy’s sustainability goals lineup with net zero
by 2050, ramping up renewables more. The plan is a good guide and starting
place for businesses to come together.

● Pg. 13 of the PDF, can we change the Celsius to Fahrenheit? Or include both?
○ Just include it next to the Celsius in parentheses.

● Pg. 11 of the PDF, change “pollution” to “emissions”
● Some actions have dates, some don’t. Try to include dates when we can.
● Pg. 15 there is a typo in the world “household”
● A lot of pictures don’t have captions in the plan. Can we include more captions?
● Pictures need to be more reflective of Cedar Rapids’ diverse community
● Community actions are a great way to tie them to community action leaders
● Terminology has been overwhelming, what is the reading level for the document?

○ Having an appendix or terms list could help
○ After the plan is finished, the city should make infographics and tools with simpler

language for people to understand.
● Pg. 19 vulnerability is repeated and some phrases unclear
● New font should be compatible with screen readers
● Pg. 62, green on map should be more transparent to read things underneath
● Pg. 19, colors should be more transparent to see areas on map below
● Is there a way to make this report seem more dynamic and less static, that it’s a

breathing/living document that can be built upon?
○ Capture energy of getting to know your neighbor, emphasizing the actions we’re

taking together
● Pg. 31, change “Carbon Pollution” to “carbon emissions”
● Pg. 34, box is covering some text in Action 3
● Pg. 66, hyperlink for “Benefits”, the “B” is left out of the link
● Pg. 41 has graph is Fahrenheit, should be consistent with whatever we’re choosing
● Pg. 44, can we include the actual number of vehicles as well as the percentage?
● Pg. 55, could we change the picture of the car driving through water to the flooding in

Cedar Rapids or flood walls we’ve installed?
○ Generally, when we can, use local photos over stock.


